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AOStract-The development in computers and network have changed the world very rapidly in recent years, S0, the task of 

Sateguading the netwo. ks is very shallenging. Differeat security algorithms and protocols have been proposed for the proper 

development of security mechanism. An Artificial Neural Network which is a data processing system consisting of large number 

0. highly interconnerted processing elements (neurons) in multiple laye:s inspired ky the strecture of human brain that follows a 

Back Propagation Algorithr1 ca be implemunted as r Wireless Network Security system. Tnis paper demonstrates that Neural 

Network concept is more effïcient in ihe area of Wireless Network Security, 
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or does.A Cryptographic system can only be as strong as the 

encryption algorithms, digital signature algorithms, one-

way hash functions, and message authentication codes it 

relies on. And just as it's possible to build a weak structure 

using strong materials, it's possible to build a weak 

cryptographic system using strong algorithms and protocols 

which are more complex and difficult to implement. 

Encryption algorithms don't necessarily provide data 

integrity [4] 
The security system using Neural Network which is 

suggested here is harder to be hacked. The Neural Network 
is used to train (learning) the identification parameters like 
UserID and password. Such a network acts as a brain in 
securing of passwords without constraints. One of the most 
well known types of neural network is the Multilayer 
Peiccpiron Ncural Netvork (MLPs).Such 
network makes use of Back Propagation Algorithm which 
is a supervised artificia' neural retwork (ANN) [5]. 

The paper is organized as follows: the first section 
introduces the importarce of secuity and authentication in 
wireless netvorking. Section I highlights the features of 
wireless networking. Next sections describe the neural 
network concept in wireless security, the back propagation 
algorithm and finally the proposed authentication method 
and at last paper is ended with conclusion. 

1. Introduction 

Security is the term used for encompassiug the 

characteristics of confidentiality, integr1ty and availability. 
In earlier times, two computers were together involving 
some physical medium running between them such as a 

cable [1]. But, one of the easiest and least messy ways to 

network computers throughout is to use the wireless 

technology. The problem with having the signal broadcast 
through a wireless network is difficult because it's tough to 
predict where that sigral may travel. The risks to users of 

wireless networks have increased as the service has oecome 
more popular. In tne wireless network data are transferred 
through radio waves sprca.ling th-oughout the space and 
hus the information reaches anyone with the appropriate 
radin receiver anc then easy to intcrcept. There were 

relatively few dangers when wireless technolog was first 
introduced because it took time for intruderS to find a way 
to crack down networks [2]. 
This makes a high need of secure mechanism for the 
protection of information in wireless network.Now-a-days 
there are a lot of security systems that promises to provide 

excellent security to user, but in spite of that many of them 
fail to deliver when it comes to real time testing Due to 
the deficiencies in traditional password based access 

methods/Security systems, the new security system comes 
into existence which provides higher level of security 
Conventionally, user authentication is categorized into 
three classes [3]: 

perceptron 

2. The Leading Edge in Wireless Networking 
Wireless Local Area Networks (LANs) are playing a major role in the information technology revolution Thev are finding their way into a wide variety of markets including financial sectors, corporations, health care and continue to gain market momentum. The wireless networking concept is rapidly evolving, both as a technology and in the merging with adjacent technologies. The standards are surfacing in a nuinber oi areas, especially the 802.1ln. The wireless networks have become popular and used widely because of few of its features that are user friendly as well as fast. Their frontiers have become ever expanding and limitless. Some of the features that popuiarize the wireless networks 

Knowledge based 
Object or Tokon - bared, 

biometric - based 

The knowledge-hased autheaticat.cn is bascd on sum.etling 
one knows and is characterized by secrecy. The examples 
oi nowledge-base1 authenticators are commonly known 
passwords and PIN codes. The objert-based authenticetion 
relies on something one has and is characterized by 
possession. Biometrics technologies ae ga'ning popularity 
due to the reason that when used in conjunction with 
traditional methods of authentication they provide an extra are: 
level of security. Biometrics involves something a person is Speed and additional data download 
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